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I.

Report Introduction

This Plenary gathering of the Interfaith Housing Initiative, was a landmark event for the
movement. It recognized change happening in the city’s plans, and new developments across the
country, and made space for a refocusing of our efforts together. A revised call to action was
presented, and five action areas were identified, with time given for those present to work on
specific ideas together. There was significant work on the part of the steering committee in
building up to this event, and CRIHI expresses enormous gratitude to our partners at Beulah
Alliance for their gifts of space and food for this gathering, and the gifts of facilitation provided by
the City of Edmonton and Homeward Trust. This report is presented as a marker of this important
event; an event that we hope will serve as a catalyst to greater impact, collaboration, and synergy
in our continued work together. Shared with gratitude for all those continuing to lend their time,
wisdom, and influence to our common cause of addressing homelessness in Edmonton and Area.

Pastor Bonnie Hodge (Beulah Alliance) addresses CRIHI’s Plenary Gathering
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II.

The Process – How did we get here?

In September 2017, CRIHI Steering Committee recognized that it was time to update their Call
to Action and to align their action items alongside the City’s Updated Plan to Prevent and End
Homelessness in Edmonton. In October 2017 CRIHI Steering Committee had a planning day
facilitated by the City of Edmonton and Homeward Trust Edmonton to help design and organize a
plenary that would sustain and grow CRIHI. The focus was to look at where the work of CRIHI fits
with the three goals of the Update Plan to Prevent and End Homelessness. This planning session
generated some new ideas for the movement to consider. This information was gathered and
integrated with the CRIHI September 2017, Revised Call to Action. The information from the
October Planning session and the integrated five approaches of Engagement, Advocacy, Education,
Support, and Volunteer were brought to the Plenary Meeting for everyone to hear about, discuss
and contribute their ideas. The goal and focus of the Plenary was to be participatory so that
TOGETHER the faith groups would map out the prioritized action items.

III.

The Plenary

On Tuesday, November 28, 2017 at 9am, we were greeted by Pastor Mike Van Boom, Housing
Ambassador at the registration table, along with Claire Rolheiser of Welcome Home. The Plenary
opened with words of welcome and recommitment from Archbishop Smith, as well as Bishop Jane
Alexander who reminded us to confront the causes of homelessness and extreme poverty in
partnership with End Poverty Edmonton. Pastor Bonnie Hodge and Beulah Alliance Church hosted
the plenary with a warm and tasty reception. Co-Chair, Reverend Deborah Hoekstra acknowledged
the various faith groups and front-line agencies present. Coordinator, Rabbanit Batya Friedman
refreshed us on the history of our movement and the work we have done so far together, stating
‘now that the city has updated their plan we were required to update ours.’ She presented an
updated Call to Action and informed us of the work ahead. After this, our partners at Homeward
Trust presented us with a brief overview of the city’s updated plan to end homelessness. Then
everyone present split into five groups to work on different action areas of the plan. The plenary
concluded with closing remarks from Lead Pastor Keith Taylor of Beulah Alliance who informed us
that Beulah had begun by serving the marginalized 100 years ago and now is engaged in the lives of
thousands of people in the west end communities and beyond and is proud to be a part of the
Interfaith Housing Initiative. We all then enjoyed a delicious lunch and continued to get to know
one another.

IV.

The Work We Did Together

For the last half of our gathering, we broke into working groups to design practical actions in
five action areas of our work together: Engage; Advocate; Educate; Support; Volunteer.
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Each group was presented with ideas in each action area streamed from the October planning
day. They were then given opportunity to identify one or more actions that they would like to dig
deeper into. The following section of this report highlights work done on each action area by the
respective working groups. We laid out the tasks that were pointed out and the discussion around
them. We then provide the suggested action items (and connected suggestions) that came out of
the discussion.

Engage:
This working group identified more than one adjoining and closely related tasks to work on:
Task: Build Network of faith, Coordinated access screening, engage faith communities to become
stopgap preventing potential homelessness.
The group considered how faith communities can be better equipped to address local needs.
One area that concerned the group was how faith communities could better be involved in
preventing eviction; noting the plight of renters grappling with finances, cleanliness and pest
control. Faith communities could provide funding and volunteers to aid tenants in crisis, and
overcome barriers and gaps in knowledge or local services.
Barriers included fear of the unknown, legal liability, lack of agency response, lack of funds, lack of
pool of people and lack of knowledge-professionalism.
To overcome some of the barriers, faith communities could provide funding and volunteers to
aid tenants in crisis, and overcome barriers and gaps in knowledge or local services.
•

Identified Action Item: Create a database/list of faith groups
o Include a list of individuals with volunteer capabilities (financial, legal, builders,
cleaners etc…)

Advocate:
This group worked on three areas related to advocacy.
Task: Alleviate fear and misconceptions of Permanent Supportive Housing.
There were various suggestions on how to go about it. Some suggested to get the community
together, get sponsors and community partners, push for zoning change and get people out to the
workshops to discuss their fears.
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The challenge is the storm of emotions that arise from misconceptions. The language we use is
problematic e.g. “Less fortunate”. People still think people who are homeless belong downtown
where the supports are. One of the ways to address the storm of emotions is to meet with people
individually. Need to air concerns in a safe place and hear a response. Have a small group go to visit
to interview around success stories. When people are housed successfully, it changes people. Have
people who are not successfully housed speak at meetings. Change our language. Our neighbours
who are homeless need a language of compassion and inclusion. School talks and opportunities for
learning experiences e.g. homeless for three days with university students. Travis Enright’s ‘twig
exercise.’ Welcome Home participant in church/school settings.
•

Identified Action Item: Host a four-part speaker/event series.
o Partner with local faith groups, ministerial, and community Leagues.
o Possible themes: Affordable Housing, Reconciliation, Restoring people coming out of
prison, Mental Halth, and Addictions.
o Create opportunity to engage with people with lived experience. Make it fun as well
as informative.
o Encourage Groups to generate action on how to create appropriate housing and
supports in their community.

Task: Advocate through generating videos and media capacity.
Engage radio stations/TV news with key messages about the myth and facts to the public.
Bombard people with current information. Outline what you can do, and where to donate items
e.g. furniture. Use one sentence/message every morning. Link with city—other stakeholders for
support and longer term social marketing plan. Be a part of a social marketing plan. Video clip
portion needs to include lived experience. More attention to either hidden homeless or those on
edge of homelessness. Post-secondary institutions (i.e. University of Alberta) can engage youth
and professors. Join in advocacy and awareness.
•

Identified Action Item: Craft video and media modules depending on target audience.
o Include people with lived experience
o Engage key myths around housing and homelessness; present solid facts and current
information.
o Create/Participate in a coordinated social marketing campaign
o Target a segment on Primetime Alberta with a panel from Interfaith Community.
o Make posters for business.
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Task: Host a large-scale event.
The group noted the unfairness of our political/cultural/financial system. What is at the heart of
homelessness? The main focus is finding the root and developing core messages.
Ideas: Suggested holding a presentation on philosophy of homelessness with a direct question.
Use theatre and musicians such as Maria Dunn. Needs to include all levels of government and
those with lived experience. Have someone speak who has had a development put in their
neighbourhood, professionals in housing first and support services. Have a platform for connection
with themed speakers and breakout sessions. Host state-lite celebrations within the faith
community during housing month and be part of the main event. Tie the event into Remembrance
Day and focus on veteran homelessness. Important players to invite: MLAs, MPs, city councilors.
Speakers from police service and social services on wrap around services.
Gather community input through break-out sessions where people can address their fears and
feelings of support and involve the neighbourhood. More than just feedback as fears become
smaller when addressed. Present facts e.g. crime will not rise. Hold a concert to benefit the
agencies. Involve those who don’t have it on their radar—address issues before shock. Make the
event fun/less threatening and advertise to the public. Bring in the psychiatrist who developed
Housing First if still alive. Engage First Nations, threatre groups, poetry groups, dance groups and
integrate cultural sphere. One barrier will be finding where the money is to support a large-scale
event. Need an overall financial buy in for the work from city, provincial and federal levels.
•

Identified Action Item: Use different and creative forms of large scale events to engage
different audiences.
o Involving individuals with lived experience to present
o Use art, theatre and other creative forms to engage
o Good information to create political and community buy-in and open local
neighbourhoods to new affordable housing in their community.

Educate:
This group had many ideas to sift through but managed to focus on two items. People at this
table were more informed about CRIHI but there was some surprise that many were not aware of
the Neighbourly publication or the website. Front line agencies were present, but faith communities
have not been involved. There are items that are under Education that should be elsewhere--that
will need to be sorted out. Faith communities need to get the message out with Welcome Home
being the most known but touches the fewest people with 40 people getting served by 80
volunteers.
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Task: Motivate and equip faith communities to connect with the local community.
Connect with key people and organizations (e.g. EFCL) in each faith tradition to get them on
board and have developed relationships previously. Through communication, social medial,
Facebook page for CRIHI, weekly meetings on involvements and needs to keep faith communities
informed on both their involvements and effectiveness.
Develop long term commitments and make it a part of practice in each faith tradition so it will
not fall away. Requires a willingness to work together, to take a chance, see common ground.
Different faith groups have their unique “language and jargon”. There may be a need to overcome
mistrust, fear, religious intolerance. Those working on this task had ideas and suggestions on how
to nurture local connections between different faith communities, and local organizations like
community leagues. They suggested meeting at different faith centres; finding joint projects;
spending time together so that we get to know each other. Inviting each other to special events
and festivals.
Keep on banging the gong and focus on love. Different faith group sharing their story (educating
and sharing with generosity). Introducing indigenous spirituality as a neutral ground on how to
communicate together (e.g. sharing circle). Work on projects together such as Habitat. Invite others
to church/temple/synagogue. Share the knowledge.
•

Identified Action Item: Cultivate regular local contact and collaboration between faith
and community groups.
o Suggested meeting often and at different faith centres; finding joint projects;
spending time together so that we get to know each other, and inviting each other
to special events and festivals.

Task: Action that will address the approach ‘What is Housing First?’
Need education around Housing First model. Faith communities will share knowledge/fact
sheets/ information. They can collect materials, have a display, advertise, identify a key
spokesperson, and develop materials for all audiences including videos, questions, speaking notes,
hold events at different venues, create connections. Educate on why we use this approach. They
can address smaller groups and connect with other groups to share what they have and know.
Barriers identified: scheduling (e.g. Saturdays, Jewish people may not attend). Provide child
care, transportation, and host location. Communication may be a barrier in knowing what we are
talking about, with clear messages and language. Faith communities are busy with their own
priorities. Depends on time of year, summer and December is difficult. Ways to overcome these
barriers may be to make it a priority and provide offer services that are currently happening with
this information. Faith groups need more awareness about CRIHI i.e. the website and the
Neighbourly.
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A suggestion was made to get informed about the planning and bureaucratic requirements of
building affordable housing and supporting developers who want to do this. May need to meet
with the City of Edmonton and Homeward Trust to find out where Permanent Supportive Housing
developments are being proposed for the city. It would be helpful to be aware of big upcoming
municipal issues such as the City-wide Affordable Housing framework (City Council policy on
inclusive neighbourhoods), the Affordable Housing Information and Awareness campaign and the
Affordable Housing Public Engagement policy. It was also noted that the City of Edmonton and
Calgary are starting the groundwork to become chartered. It would be helpful to know what
implications and advantages that may lead to for community, parks and affordable housing
planning. Homeward Trust is developing a Systems Committee that will likely have representation
from CRIHI. This committee will be moving the Updated Plan forward.
•

•

Identified Action Item: Build a network of faith groups so they can learn from each other,
and share what they are already doing.
o The idea to get together with various faith groups
o The need for an interfaith version of “No Room in the Inn” campaign was also
suggested.
Identified Action Item: Develop a range of materials, questions, speaking notes and videos
for all audiences.
o Suggested tapping faith communities to share knowledge, fact sheets and
information with smaller groups.

Support:
This working group focused their energy on the following task:
Task: Sustaining and expanding the welcome home program (including funding).
Facilitation was required to keep discussion on task regarding how to expand or enhance the
Welcome Home program. The group offered some critiques of the program with comments about
needing younger volunteers, having girl guides to help, having short and long-term volunteer
opportunities, noting the current commitment requirements are quite long for many volunteers
and a suggestion to look at Big Brothers Big Sisters; Boys and Girls Club (BBBIGS) for ideas on how
to make the volunteering more doable and of interest.
They suggested having volunteers and participants be part of the public face of the program.
They considered how the program might partner with Abundant Communities (a city-supported
neighbouring movement taking root in over forty communities across the city). They also
suggested connecting with local community leagues and faith communities to help a participant
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see local opportunities. Story telling was identified as a powerful promotion tool, and they
suggested utilizing existing faith community networks to promote the program, and find both
volunteers and fundraise for specific needs.
Faith communities will be included to work on this initiative through the Christian Reformed
Church who can promote it through their network of Deacons. Find where people are engaged,
excited and tap into those interested and find a buddy. Use the faith community networks:
communications, fundraising, identify specific needs.
Barriers include cost, age limit minimum for volunteers, stigma to persons who are homeless or
formerly homeless, and the need for a long-term commitment to develop relationship. Other
barriers include denominations. Raising the profile of welcome Home in various communities of
faith and community as many do not know what it is. So many asks, calls for action and pre-existing
commitments make it difficult to compete for available funding. Need to work together between
faith communities.
Ways to overcome barriers includes planting the seeds to be future volunteers by inviting them
to events to support Welcome Home. Spreading information in church services to raise the profile.
Identifying how each congregation can help to contribute and overcome barriers. Clarify volunteer
commitments. Present opportunities for congregations to participate, hosting events, mentoring
and developing relationships. Access to network and work with other faith groups by educating,
building capacity and placing the focus on neighbourhoods.
•

Identified Action Item: To sustain Welcome Home we will need to encourage and have
volunteers and clients be a part of the initiative (public face).
o Help media support through post-secondary education.
o Create partnerships with abundant communities (connecting with growing
communities and block connectors)
o Community League system to communicate to members about opportunities, find
other denominations to work with or other organizations.
o Develop a story on what this is about.
o Be intentional with end goals and focusing energies by having a strategic marketing
strategy.

Volunteer:
This group needed more time to discuss the issues. The exercise was complex, and it was
challenging capturing all the ideas. It was clear that not everyone in this group was aware of even
basic aspects of the work with homelessness.
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Task: Actively working as an Interfaith Community
Education around CRIHI and what the committee does needs to be advertised. They were not
well informed about the group. There was an ask to know what the faith communities are already
doing. There’s a need to promote – but need to use different angels to promote: Website, social
media, congregations. There is also a need for more volunteer opportunities, more than just
Welcome Home – to get people involved in helping ending homelessness.
Social media; Setup a calendar with volunteer opportunities taking place in various
communities. Host volunteer block connectors within faith community (Abundant Communities)
structuring networks around communities.
Barriers are not knowing what other faith groups are doing. How do we practically learn what
others are doing so we can engage with them and they with us? There is uncertainty on what to say
including fear which is legitimate. Also, when getting matched as a volunteer, need to know how to
determine if it’s safe to engage with person.
Developers need our support to advocate for them. They recognized that barriers exist
between people and that we may need to offer some guidance on how people can engage well
with each other.
It would be good timing to get the word out while the Plenary is still fresh. It was noted that
information could be “held up” in congregations to remind people about the work of CRIHI and
how they can participate. Some information has had presentations at different congregations e.g.
Welcome Home however, it was noted that people would like new information.
Enable person to person first contact - encounters with homeless people on the street, in
parking lots or outside stores. The notion was that people don't know what to say by way of
greeting or acknowledgement or how to assess the safety of doing so. Then, if the greeting or
acknowledgement does occur successfully and all is well, people don't know what to do next or
what to say to direct, refer or otherwise assist the homeless person. The group viewed this first
contact as volunteering in the broadest sense in that it could lead to assistance or opening the door
to making a connection. Barriers exist. Assuming it is safe to work together, solutions include
meaningful communication of saying hello, exchanging names. Learn what to do and where to go
to follow up with the person you had contact with.
•

Identified Action Item: Suggestions for a faith network so the larger community is aware
of what they are already doing, and can partner/participate.
o Need a go-to person for each faith group that is identifiable who could connect people
to CRIHI.
o Create a centralized calendar for events and opportunities to volunteer.
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o Suggested that there is a need for multiple ways to get the message out including
posters, go-to person in each faith community, using promotional material, piggybacking
information on material already in circulation such as Welcome Home brochures.

V.

Conclusion and Next Steps:

The Governance committee will meet and discuss the full report and bring forward the
suggested action items that are doable with suggested timelines and goals to the Steering
Committee. The Steering Committee will then meet and the suggested ideas and decide on how to
proceed. Participants are encouraged to watch for updates and opportunities related to this work
in upcoming issues of The Neighbourly, and on CRIHI’s website and facebook page.
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